REFERENCE TO AN INTELLIGENCE ORGANISATION BEING SET UP BY LANDAU.

From: MOSCOW

To: MEXICO CITY

No.: 533

Reference your No. 02681).

1. [3 groups unrecovered] of "SIEDI [SIDI]" into the intelligence organisation which is being set up by LANDAU or we will introduce into it a man who will give us full information about the activity of this organisation in the COUNTRYSIDE [DEREVENYa][ii].

2. Give "ADA" the task of obtaining at Sh.........'[a] a detailed business and political biographical sketch of LANDAU.

No. 4157

VIKTOR[iii]

T.N.: [a] This name or covername begins either SHI.... or ShK....

Comments: [i] Not available.

[ii] DEREVENYa: Mexico.

[iii] VIKTOR: probably Lt.-General P.M. FITIN.
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